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SUMMARY
Software security issues have been a major concern in the cyberspace community, so a great deal of research
on security testing has been performed, and various security testing techniques have been developed. Threat
modeling provides a systematic way to identify threats that might compromise security, and it has been a
well-accepted practice by the industry, but test case generation from threat models has not been addressed
yet. Thus, in this paper, we propose a threat model-based security testing approach that automatically generates security test sequences from threat trees and transforms them into executable tests. The security testing
approach we consider consists of three activities in large: building threat models with threat trees; generating
security test sequences from threat trees; and creating executable test cases by considering valid and invalid
inputs. To support our approach, we implemented security test generation techniques, and we also conducted
an empirical study to assess the effectiveness of our approach. The results of our study show that our threat
tree-based approach is effective in exposing vulnerabilities. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software security issues have been a major concern in the cyberspace community. These issues
include attacks that deny service, corrupt data, and disclose confidential information. Although the
importance of trustworthy software systems has been well recognized and tremendous effort has
been devoted to enhancing cyber security, companies have still suffered from various cyber crimes
[1, 2]. For instance, one study performed by the WebCohort’s Application Defense Center from
2000 to 2004 reported that at least 92% of Web applications are vulnerable to some form of hacker
attacks [3]. A more recent survey performed by Cenzic [1] reported that the number of attacks
continues to increase and that hackers become more sophisticated and more organized.
One approach to improving software security involves software testing. To date, researchers have
developed various security testing techniques. These include techniques that generate test cases or
identify vulnerabilities focusing on specific attacks, such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting
(XSS) [4–7]; generate test cases using model-based approaches, such as threat modeling or use
case modeling [8–12]; and generate test cases from control policy specifications [13, 14] (Section 2
provides details).
Although each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses for different types of security
issues, threat modeling particularly provides a systematic way to identify threats that might compromise security. Further, this approach can be utilized not only during software testing phase but
also during software design and development phases for secure design and risk mitigation. Owing to
these merits, a threat modeling approach has been a well-accepted practice by the industry [15, 16],
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and recently, researchers have begun to investigate a threat modeling approach to security testing
[11, 12]. Although their work has made some progress in this area, an important open issue is how
test cases can be generated automatically from threat models.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a threat model-based security testing approach that generates
security test cases from threat trees. This approach consists of two steps. The first step involves automated test sequence generation from threat trees. The second step involves transforming the security
tests into an executable form by considering valid and invalid inputs. Security attacks typically result
from malicious actions or invalid inputs deliberately chosen by attackers. The complexities of input
space and program structure make the testing of a program against all invalid inputs extremely
difficult. Therefore, it is important to automate or partially automate security testing.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we have developed security test generation techniques that require the two aforementioned steps and performed an empirical study using real-world
Web applications. The results of our study showed that our testing approach is effective in exposing vulnerabilities that are present in the Web applications that we examined. Through our study,
we evaluated the feasibility of our approach that generates executable security test cases from
threat trees.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses background information and
related work. Section 3 presents threat modeling for Web applications under test. Section 4 presents
test generation techniques and their implementations. Section 5 presents our study design and
results. Section 6 presents conclusions and discusses future work.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Threat modeling has emerged as a viable practice for secure software development, which involves
identifying, specifying, evaluating, and counter-measuring potential security attacks (i.e., threats). It
can be conducted at various levels of abstraction and granularity or in different development phases,
such as requirements analysis, design, and even testing [17]. Although existing methods have used
threat trees for risk-based security testing [16, 18], they do not generate security tests systematically
from threat trees.
Several notations have been proposed for threat modeling, such as threat trees (a variation of fault
trees for safety analysis) [15], threat nets [9, 12], and misuse cases (based on use case modeling)
[8, 10]. Threat nets are based on Petri nets, a mathematically based formalism for modeling and
verifying distributed systems. Building threat models with threat nets requires expertise in formal
methods. Misuse case modeling specifies misuse cases as security threats to use cases and suggests
mitigation use cases. It is used for the elicitation and analysis of security requirements. Because
threat trees are intuitive and easy to use, they have been widely adopted by the software industry.
Therefore, this paper focuses on security testing with threat trees. Wang et al. [11] have proposed
a threat model-driven security testing approach for detecting undesirable threat behaviors at runtime. Threats to security policies are modeled with UML sequence diagrams. A set of threat traces
is extracted from a design-level threat model. Each threat trace is an event sequence that should
not occur during the system execution; otherwise, it becomes a security attack. In comparison, this
paper is based on Microsoft’s threat modeling approach, where an application is decomposed using
data flow diagrams and security threats to the application are modeled with threat trees. Our goal is
to systematically generate security tests from threat trees.
One approach to evaluating the effectiveness of security testing is mutation analysis, which creates
mutants by injecting vulnerabilities deliberately and determines how many of the injected vulnerabilities can be revealed by security tests. The existing work on security mutation falls into three
categories: (1) implementation-level security mutation, (2) specification-level security mutation,
and (3) mutation of access control policies. Implementation-level security mutation is to inject
vulnerability into implementation and to evaluate how many of the injected vulnerabilities can
be revealed by security tests. Shahriar and Zulkernine have developed the MUTEC and MUSIC
tools for mutation testing of XSS and SQL injection attacks against Web applications [19, 20].
MUTEC provides five and six mutation operators for modifying JavaScript code and PHP code,
respectively [20]. MUSIC provides four operators for injecting faults into where conditions of SQL
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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queries and five operators for injecting faults in database API method calls [19]. Fonseca et al.
[21] assessed the effectiveness of Web scanning tools by injecting XSS and SQL injection faults
in Web applications. Tuya et al. [22] developed the SQLMutation tool that provides four categories of mutation operators for SQL SELECT queries. They include SQL clause operators, operator
replacement mutation operators, NULL mutation operators, and identifier replacement. The aforementioned work focuses on particular types of vulnerabilities (SQL injection and XSS). Unlike these
approaches, in this work, our approach is evaluated using various types of real vulnerabilities not
injected vulnerabilities.
Specification-level security mutation is to introduce errors in the specification of security-related
behaviors so as to generate threat scenarios. Wimmel and Jürjens used such mutation for security test
generation from structured system diagrams in AutoFocus, a computer-aided software engineering
tool for graphically specifying distributed systems [23, 24]. Abstract test sequences are determined
with respect to the system’s required security properties using mutations of the system specification
and threat scenarios. These abstract tests are then converted into executable tests. In [23], security
testing focuses on the fail-safety principle based on the common electronic purse specifications. In
the aforementioned work, threat scenarios are generated from the specification according to security properties. Our work is based on the explicit specifications of various threats, such as spoofing,
tampering with data, and denial of service.
For mutation analysis of access control policies, there are two main systems used to write access
control policies. One uses organization-based access control or role-based access control (RBAC)
as a modeling scheme to abstractly design a security policy without the implementation [25, 26].
The other uses eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) to create the actual implementation of a security policy [13, 27, 28]. Le Traon et al. have investigated various issues of testing
access control policies, such as test criteria of access control policies [25], test generation from
access control models [29], and selection and transformation of functional tests for policy testing [30]. Martin and Xie [13, 27, 28] have been investigating techniques for test generation from
access control policy specifications written in XACML (OASIS XACML). They have defined policy coverage criteria [27] and a mutation testing framework for XACML access control policies
[13]. To generate tests from policy specifications, they synthesized inputs to a change-impact analysis tool [28]. Masood et al. [14, 31] have investigated a state-based approach to test generation
for RBAC policies. This approach first constructs a finite state model of the RBAC policy and
then drives tests from the state model. The aforementioned work focuses on testing whether the
intended access control policies are enforced, but not from the standpoint of how the system can
be attacked.
Blackburn et al. [32] have developed an approach to automated generation of functional security
tests. In this approach, security properties are modeled in Software Cost Reduction (SCR). An SCRto-Test Vector (T-VEC) translator is used to translate the SCR model to a T-VEC test specification.
T-VEC tools are then used on the T-VEC representation of the security properties to automatically
generate test vectors (i.e., test cases with test input values, expected output values, and traceability
information) and requirement-to-test coverage metrics. Jürjens [33] has developed an approach for
testing security-critical systems based on UMLsec models. Test sequences for security properties
are generated from UMLsec models to test the implementation for vulnerabilities. Different from
this work, our work generates security tests solely from threat models.
Another challenge related to transforming the test sequences generated from threat trees to executable test code is identifying feasible input data. Because the primary concern with software
security testing is finding security vulnerabilities [34], although both valid inputs and invalid inputs
are required for testing any software system, invalid inputs are more important to security testing because, by nature, they verify whether the system is misused (e.g., whether access is granted
to unauthorized users) or provides unexpected functionalities. This feature makes security testing
more difficult because there are far more invalid inputs than valid inputs. We also need to test the
‘presence of an intelligent adversary bent on breaking the system’ [35]. Several security testing techniques that address invalid input generation have been proposed. Fuzz testing [36] provides negative
random inputs to the program. Although this approach is easy to apply, it tends to only find simple
faults. Other approaches that target specific types of flaws that could cause security breaches, such
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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as buffer overflows, command/SQL injection, or XSS vulnerabilities [4–7, 37]. In this paper, we
provide an input data generation approach that uses the design information of an application and
threat models as the basis for input categorization and generation instead of targeting specific types
of security flaws.
3. THREAT MODELING
Threat modeling is a systematic process of identifying, analyzing, documenting, and mitigating
security threats to a software system [15]. This approach allows development teams to understand
a system’s threat profile by examining the application through the eyes of a potential attacker and
helps them determine potential security risks posed to a system. The main steps of threat modeling are the following: (1) identifying the assets of an application, (2) determining the threats to an
application, (3) ranking the threats, and (4) mitigating the threats.
In this paper, we used the first two steps to identify threats relevant to the applications under
test. In the first step, we decompose an application under development using data flow diagrams
to identify the assets of an application. An application can be decomposed into subsystems, and
subsystems can further be decomposed into lower-level subsystems. Note that application decomposition is not to determine how everything works but rather to identify the system boundaries,
components, or assets of the application and how data flows between the components. Confidential and sensitive data to the application, such as credit card numbers and social security numbers,
should be identified during this step.
In the second step, we use the identified components as the threat targets for the threat model,
categorize the threats by STRIDE model, and model the threat using threat trees. STRIDE stands for
Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and
Elevation of privilege. STRIDE model provides a simple way to categorize security threats and helps
testers determine the resources required to expose security vulnerabilities. The threat tree describes
the decision-making process an attacker would go through to compromise the component.
After identifying potential threats, we model them with threat trees [15] and generate test cases
from threat trees. The following subsection describes how threats are modeled with threat trees.
3.1. Modeling threats with threat trees
Threat trees are tree structures with child nodes having AND or OR relationships. The root node of
a threat tree is the threat goal. The root node is then decomposed into subgoals, and the subgoals
are further decomposed until leaf nodes representing the individual attack actions are determined. A
node of threat trees can be decomposed as either (1) a set of subgoals, all of which must be achieved
for the parent goal to succeed (the relationship between subgoals is represented as an AND relationship), or (2) a set of subgoals, any one of which must be achieved for the parent goal to succeed
(the relationship between sub-goals is represented as an OR relationship). Threat trees describe the
decision-making process that an attacker would go through to compromise the software. Typically,
software has a set of threat trees that are relevant to its operation. The root of each threat tree represents a potential threat goal that could violate the security goal or policy of the software. Each threat
tree enumerates and elaborates the ways that an attacker could cause events to occur. Each sequence
of events in a threat tree represents a unique attack on the software. Different paths form different
sequences of attack actions that an attacker could use to achieve the threat goal of a threat tree.
We illustrate the threat tree using an example. Suppose that we have a Web application system
that provides services to multiple users with different privileges to access the system. To identify
possible threats to this system, we examine categories defined by the STRIDE method and decide
the threat that the system may be vulnerable to if an attacker runs unauthorized commands (elevation
of privilege in STRIDE). Once we identify the threat, we define specific goals and events that can
compromise the system using design documentation.
To gain access to unauthorized administration commands, an attacker needs to perform the following three basic tasks in order: (1) gain access to the system, (2) log into the system, and (3) run
system commands. Each task can have subgoals or events as we explained earlier. For instance, the
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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first task can be achieved by either physical access to the system or remote access to the system. To
achieve the third task, the attacker could try two techniques: a buffer overflow attack, which can be
attempted on any system that does not have safety features in place that forbid users for overwriting
data on the runtime stack; and a brute force attack, which can be attempted against any system that
does not limit the number of times that the attacker can enter credentials or commands.
Figure 1 shows the entire threat tree of this threat. In the threat tree, AND relationships are represented by edges from a parent node to the child nodes that are connected by an AND conditional
connector. For instance, in the figure, the Attacker executes unauthorized system
command has three children that have an AND relationship. To execute this attack, the attacker
must execute all of the child nodes that appear from left to right (i.e., Attacker accesses the
system followed by Attacker logs into the system then Attacker executes
system commands). OR relationships are represented by edges from a parent node to child nodes
that do not contain an AND conditional connector. For instance, the two child nodes of (Attacker
accesses the system) have an OR relationship. The attacker can execute any of the child
nodes (i.e., Attacker has physical access or Attacker has remote access) to
realize that goal. In the following section, we describe the process of generating event sequences
from threat trees.
4. TEST GENERATION
4.1. Security test sequence generation from threat trees
Having developed threat trees, we now need to generate executable test cases from them. To do this,
we implemented a test generation technique that (1) imports threat trees created using the Microsoft
Threat Modeling Tool [15] and creates test sequences; (2) provides a graphical interface so that
testers map events (gathered from the threat trees) in the test sequences to the applicable unit tests;
(3) adds input parameters to test sequences; (4) generates test inputs including valid and invalid
inputs; and (5) generates test scripts that execute all test sequences with assigned input values.
We will provide more detailed descriptions for each of these activities in this section and in
Section 4.2. We refer to these activities as ‘Test Gen Activities’.
Figure 2 shows how these activities are related to each other. First, we generate security test
sequences from threat trees and test parameters from input syntaxes. We then integrate test parameters into the test sequences to create complete model-level security test cases. With the implementation knowledge, we further convert the model-level security tests into implementation-level security
tests. To illustrate our approach to test generation that is described in this section and the following
section, we use the threat tree described in Section 3.1, Adversary executes unauthorized system
commands (Figure 1), as an example.

Figure 1. Threat tree showing an attacker executing unauthorized system commands.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. The process of security test generation.

For the first activity described previously (Test Gen Activity 1), we analyzed the ‘.tmd’ files
produced by the Microsoft Threat Model Tool. Because the ‘.tmd’ files use XML version 1.0
syntax, they can be easily parsed using publicly available libraries. Using the Java DocumentBuilderFactory class, we created a series of and/or tree-based data structures and inserted the
threat tree data into our Java data structure; during this step, we added parameter information to
the applicable leaf nodes in threat trees. For instance, in our example, a parameter overflowed
input is required by the Adversary overflows input buffer using opcodes
node, so we added this parameter to the Adversary overflows input buffer using
opcodes node.
Once threat tree data has been placed in our and/or tree data structure, we generated test
sequences by analyzing this tree (Test Gen Activity 2). We used a top–down approach for test
sequence generation. The main goal of this step is to generate every sequence of events that
may exploit the vulnerabilities of a system. To obtain these threat sequences, we used a node
replacement algorithm where parent nodes are replaced by the sequence of their children as shown
in Algorithm 1.
4.1.1. Test sequence generation algorithm. The test sequence generation algorithm (Algorithm 1)
takes a threat tree as an input and generates a set of test sequences as an output. The algorithm
analyzes a threat tree by using a breadth-first search to walk the tree and generate test sequences.
For simplicity, we make two assumptions. First, the sibling nodes with an ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ relation
are ordered—they are treated in the sequential order when test sequences are generated. Second, the
same group of sibling nodes has a single AND or OR relation, but not a mixture. This does not lose
generality because the mixed AND and OR relations can be eliminated by using more intermediate
nodes when threat trees are built.
The algorithm starts by creating a test sequence that contains a root node. This test sequence is
then added to the set of test sequences (line 4). The root node is also added to the queue of unvisited
nodes (line 5). Every node in the queue of unvisited nodes is then processed until it is empty (line 6).
The node at the front of the queue is dequeued (CurrentNode), and any children that it may have are
enqueued into the unvisited nodes queue (lines 7–11). The algorithm then analyzes the nodes in the
set of test sequences until every node that matches CurrentNode in every sequence is replaced with
a leaf node by using the following replacement method. (1) If CurrentNode is in a test sequence that
has children with an AND relationship, replace CurrentNode with these children in that sequence
in the left-to-right order in which they appear in the tree (lines 12–22). (2) If CurrentNode is in a
test sequence that has children with an OR relationship, we create the same number of sequences
as children of the CurrentNode and replace CurrentNode in each of these sequences with one of
the children of the OR relationship. Then, delete the original sequence containing CurrentNode
(lines 24–35). The set of test sequences that remains after the substitutions is the final set of test
sequences used for test generation.
We illustrate this algorithm by using our example (Figure 1). We begin by analyzing the root
node. A set of test sequences containing only a sequence with the root node (Adversary
executes unauthorized system commands) is created. This node is then added to the
unvisited nodes queue and is then dequeued. The child nodes of the root node are added to
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Algorithm 1. Breadth-first search test sequence generation.

the unvisited nodes queue. With the use of the substitution algorithm described previously, the
sequence containing only the root node in the set of test sequences is replaced by the following sequences: Adversary accesses the system ! Adversary logs into the
system ! Adversary executes system commands. We then dequeue the first child
node, Adversary accesses the system. Because this node has two children that have an
OR relationship, we create two new sequences with each child (Adversary has physical
access; Adversary has remote access) and replace Adversary accesses the
system with these new sequences.
We proceed to the next node in the queue, Adversary logs into the system. Because
it does not have any children, we proceed to the next node. We then dequeue the next node
in the queue, Adversary executes system commands. Because this node has two children that have an OR relationship, we create two new sequences with each child (Adversary
uses buffer overflow; User runs command with elevated privileges) and
replace User runs command with elevated privileges with these new sequences.
We continue this process until all sequences have been generated and the unvisited node queue
is empty.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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When we have completed analyzing the threat tree, this algorithm generates six test sequences
from our example:
1. Adversary has physical access ! Adversary logs into the system
! Adversary starts application ! Adversary overflows input
buffer using opcodes
2. Adversary has physical access ! Adversary logs into the system
! Adversary obtains credentials using social engineering !
Adversary runs the command
3. Adversary has physical access ! Adversary logs into the system
! Adversary gains access using brute force ! Adversary runs the
command
4. Adversary has remote access ! Adversary logs into the system !
Adversary starts application ! Adversary overflows input buffer
using opcodes
5. Adversary has remote access ! Adversary logs into the system !
Adversary obtains credentials using social engineering ! Adversary runs the command
6. Adversary has remote access ! Adversary logs into the system !
Adversary gains access using brute force ! Adversary runs the
command
Because the test sequences have been generated from design-level threat trees, we need to
transform the test sequences into executable tests (Test Gen Activity 2). In a typical threat tree,
there may be actions that can be incredibly difficult or simply impossible to transform into executable test cases, such as social engineering attacks, hardware tampering, or distributed attacks.
For instance, in the case of social engineering attacks, we are forced to assume that an attacker
has access to some data that are typically accessible only to users of the application. In the case
of distributed attacks, we were able to create test cases for the application. However, these test
cases had to be executed on multiple computers simultaneously, which involved writing a test
harness manually.
As mentioned earlier, many events can be associated with parameters (Test Gen Activity 2).
Because a test sequence can consist of many events each with multiple parameters, keeping track
of the order of all of the parameters associated with all of the events in a sequence can be challenging. To address this issue, we needed to take the following steps. First, we specified parameters in
the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool. These parameters are imported into our tree structure during the parsing phase. Once test sequence generation has been completed, we then generate a
list of parameters by iterating through the events in a sequence. The generated list is helpful for
test developers because it specifies which inputs are needed for a test case, the order in which
they occur, and which inputs are represented by which arguments. For instance, in our example, the Adversary overflows input buffer using opcodes event would probably
contain one parameter (overflowed input) that tells that testers need to provide one input for
that event.
4.2. Syntax-based test input generation
Once we have obtained test cases with parameters, we need actual inputs to execute the test cases
(Test Gen Activity 4). To generate test inputs, we used a syntax-based testing approach, which
is syntax-based and input data-driven testing [38, 39] considering valid inputs and invalid inputs
that could pose security threats. To achieve this, we have developed a technique that (1) retrieves
parameter information (the number of parameters, data type and format, constraints on values) from
the generated test sequences; (2) creates a syntax by using the data type, format information, and
constraints given by the specification in the threat trees; (3) constrains the values produced by this
syntax even more by using implementation information and common malicious strings (in the case
of invalid inputs); (4) generates values from this syntax and all constraints.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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To illustrate these steps, we consider our prior example that requires overflowed input
to successfully execute the system commands. First, we retrieve the parameter information
(overflowed input) from the threat tree. Second, we constrain our malicious input by specifying the data type, in this case, it is a string (we need a text input combined with an opcode and a
return address). We then define a syntax for the overflow string. The simplest syntax for the overflow string is the regular expression a where a is any printable ASCII character. After we have a
format for the regular expression, length constraints can be also applied to the inputs to reduce the
total number of inputs. The total number of inputs after specifying a length constraint can still be
too large to feasibly handle. In this case, a length constraint of L will produce 95L (where 95 is the
number of printable ASCII characters) test inputs.
To further reduce the number of inputs and identify malicious input values (step 3), we use source
code and design documentation of the application under test to retrieve information related to inputs,
such as valid values and dependency constraints. In this case, let us assume that the input is stored
in a character array with a length of 10.
Now, with this information, we can create malicious inputs that cause security attacks.
For instance, we can create test cases that realize an Adversary overflows input buffer using
opcodes attack on this system by using fields that accept strings as input (in this example,
overflowed input).
We utilize the design documentation of the system to determine which opcodes are valid for the
system. From this design information, we define a syntax for the input generation. In this particular
example, let us assume that the adversary wants to assign a different value to some variable in the
runtime stack of the application. One common approach for this attack is to overwrite the return
address of a function. This program will then jump to a section of the program that the adversary
has specified. We then generate a syntax that can be used to create malicious strings for the attack. In
this example, the overflow string consists of characters to fill the buffer, a collection of instructions
that will execute without crashing the program (this is typically a copy of the original instruction in
the program that is between the input buffer and the return call), a jump command, and a malicious
return address. Figure 3 shows the syntax definition for this parameter.
Once we define a syntax for inputs, we need to create actual values for them (step 4). Consider the
Buffer Overflow part of our example. To realize the Buffer Overflow attack, we need to create invalid
inputs for the overflowed input. To do so, we can parse the syntax that we defined in the previous step (Figure 3) and automatically generate a pattern of malicious Buffer Overflow stings. One
string that can generated from this syntax is the combination of 0123456789 for the input buffer
(a 10-character hexadecimal string), 8800000087654321 for the valid instructions(a hexadecimal
string whose length is application specific), EB for the jump opcode, and 1234567890ABCDEF
for the return address (a 16-character hexadecimal string). The end result of the syntax-based input
generation would yield 01234567898800000087654321EB1234567890ABCDEF.
Having generated all test sequences and required test inputs, we then create test scripts that execute all test sequences with assigned input values (Test Gen Activity 5). Once we have generated a
list of inputs associated with a test case, we can easily create a test harness script that passes these
inputs to the executable test script as command line arguments. Figure 4 shows a complete example
of an executable test case with $myagrgs as the command line argument. In this example test
case, the adversary is trying to overflow the ISBN field in a Web application by using the string
generated by the syntax in Figure 3 (01234567898800000087654321EB1234567890ABCDEF) as
a command line argument.

Overflowed Input
Input Buffer Chars Valid Instructions Jump Opcode Malicious Return Address
Input Buffer Chars [0-F]10
Valid Instructions [0-F]*
Jump Opcode
EB
Malicious Return Address [0-F]16

Figure 3. An example of buffer overflow input syntax for a 16-bit x86 computer.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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#/usr/bin/perl-w
#p0:overflowedInput
use WWW::Mechanize;
use HTTP::Cookies;
use WWW::Mechanize::FormFiller;
use URI::URL;
my $agent = WWW::Mechanize-> new(autocheck= > 1);
$agent-> cookie jar(HTTP::Cookies-> new);
$myargs = 0;
$agent-> get(’http://example.com/product info.php?ISBN=’.“$ARGV[$myargs]”);
$agent-> click();

Figure 4. Combined executable test case.

5. EMPIRICAL STUDY
As stated in Section 1, we wished to assess our threat model-based security testing approach
considering the following research question:
Can test cases generated from STRIDE-based threat trees be effective in detecting potential
vulnerabilities in a given target system?
To investigate this research question, we performed an empirical study. The following subsections
present, for this study, our objects of analysis, study setup, and data and analysis.
5.1. Objects of analysis
For this study, we used two open source Web applications as objects of analysis: osCommerce [40]
and Drupal [41]. OsCommerce is a Web-based storefront and shopping cart application. Drupal is a
content management system that is specifically suited for blogging. These applications are written
in the PHP programming language and use the MySQL database system. They are real, nontrivial
Web applications that have been used by a large number of users.
Table I lists, for each of our objects, its associated ‘Lines of code’, ‘Threat trees’ (the total number
of threat trees), ‘Test sequences’ (the total number of test sequences generated from threat trees),
and ‘Test cases’ (the total number of test cases generated from threat tree-based test sequences). The
following subsections describe details about these artifacts’ construction.
5.1.1. Threat trees. In building threat trees, we initially started with osCommerce and identified
13 threats. Then, we examined the threats to see whether they can be applied to Drupal because
some functionalities are common to the Web applications, such as user authentication. We were
able to reuse four of them with minor modifications and found two new threats for Drupal. Owing
to the space limit, we describe six threat trees that represent each category from STRIDE model.
(see Table II in Section 5 for the STRIDE category of the identified threat trees). The first three
threat trees present existing vulnerabilities in osCommerce.
5.1.1.1. Hijacking a user’s session ID. This threat can be realized by XSS. XSS is one of the most
commonly used attack methods and is responsible for large portions of all security vulnerabilities
[42]. XSS attacks allows an attacker to embed malicious code into Web pages. By doing so, the
attacker can steal users’ confidential information or can change user settings [43]. For instance, in
Table I. Objects of analysis.
Application

Lines of code

Threat trees

Test sequences

Test cases

osCommerce
Drupal

29,320
27,771

13
6

63
18

259
106
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Table II. Threat trees for osCommerce.
Name of the threat tree

Threat type

Threat description

Hijacking a user’s session ID

Spoofing

An attacker can execute arbitrary
HTML and script code using an
administrator’s browser session.

Stealing user information
using SQL injection

Tampering

An attacker can obtain user
information using SQL injection
by entering malicious inputs.

Multiple login attempts

Elevation of privileges

An attacker can login
as a registered user.

Data modification

Repudiation

An attacker can access and modify
restricted files within the application
or the underlying system.

Denial of service
using local resources

Denial of service

An attacker can perform a denial of
service by depleting various system
resource of the Web application’s
host system.

User data disclosure

Information disclosure

This threat can be realized by directly
attacking an SQL server associated
with the application

Login information
vulnerability

Spoofing

This threat makes use of the steal
session information vulnerability to
change the username and the password

Session information
disclosure

Information disclosure

Access to the referral log file, and
session fixation are the two ways of
achieving the goal of stealing the
session information

Session ID exhaustion

Denial of service

If an attacker can get the session IDs
exhaust, his or her goal of denial of
service to the genuine users will be achieved

Transaction resource

Denial of service

Credit card authorization process is attacked
to keep the system busy from doing the
actual user request.

User data tampering

Tampering

An attacker tampers with the user data in the
database with the help of SQL injection and
session information.

Data tampering using
access to admin files

Tampering

Because of unprotected admin files, an
attacker is able to find the admin files.

User credential disclosure

Information disclosure

An attacker can query the database
for user credentials.

the case of osCommerce, user-generated input that is passed to the applications is not properly sanitized, allowing the attacker to execute arbitrary HTML and script code using an administrator’s
browser session (see Figure 5).
5.1.1.2. Stealing user information with SQL injection. SQL injection is also a very common method
used by attackers. In osCommerce, there are a few places where an SQL code can potentially be
injected by an attacker. During the process of adding items to the shopping cart, the attacker is
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Threat tree showing hijacking a user’s session ID.

allowed to enter a malicious input into some of the fields related to different product options (e.g.,
quantity or size). When the attacker submits this datum, the unsanitized and malicious information
is injected to the database. We modeled a threat tree with three attack approaches to exploit this
threat. As shown in Figure 6, the attacker tries to obtain users’ credit card information, personal
information, or login information by injecting corresponding SQL statements.
5.1.1.3. Multiple login attempts. By not limiting the number of user login attempts, an attacker can
guess the user ID and password, allowing the attacker to login as a registered user. We modeled a
threat tree with four attack approaches to exploit this threat. As shown in Figure 7, the attacker tries
to guess a user ID or password by using a brute force attack or dictionary attack. Dictionary attacks
use a large list of probable inputs to attack an application.
5.1.1.4. Data modification. Data modification is also a common threat that attempts to modify the
application source code by combining XSS with the known file structure of the application. This
exploit allows an attacker to view the contents of any file on an improperly configured system.
The attacker can access and modify restricted files within the application or the underlying system.
Figure 8 shows a threat tree for this threat (the whole tree contains more components, but we show

Figure 6. Threat tree showing stealing user information with SQL injection.

Figure 7. Threat tree showing multiple login attempts.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Threat tree showing data modification.

Figure 9. Threat tree showing denial of service using local resources.

only a partial threat tree because of formatting constraints). In this threat tree, the attacker tries to
pass malicious scripts to the different components of the application by using application source
code. For instance, the attacker can select an item, try to lower the price of this item in the HTTP
POST request, and submit the request.
5.1.1.5. Denial of service using local resources. An attacker can perform a denial of service attack
by attempting to deplete various system resources of the Web application’s host system. This attack
tries to stress the system under test as much as possible. As shown in Figure 9, three attack sequences
are included in this threat: attempting to fill the hard drive by repeatedly creating user accounts, executing hundreds of password recoveries by email and creating multiple accounts simultaneously,
and performing multiple logins simultaneously.
5.1.1.6. User data disclosure. User data disclosure can be realized by directly attacking an SQL
server associated with the application. If an attacker has credentials for the database and the database
is not secured properly, the attacker should be able to view any user’s data. The attacker can also
perform an attack by hijacking a user’s session information from the referrer log or by getting a user
to disclose their credentials. For instance, the attacker can capture a victim’s session information
using the referrer log. Once the session information is captured, the attacker has full access to the
victim’s account. Figure 10 shows this threat.

Figure 10. Threat tree showing user data disclosure.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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All the threat trees we developed for osCommerce are shown in Table II. Having developed the
threat trees, we examined them to see whether they can be applied to Drupal. We were able to reuse
four of them with minor modifications: Multiple login attempts, Denial of service, User data disclosure, and User data tampering. However, we could not reuse the rest of them because of various
reasons: some functionalities do not exist in Drupal such as the session ID and credit card processing. We also identified two new threat trees for Drupal; thus, we have six threat trees in total for
Drupal as shown in Table III.
5.1.2. Test sequences and test cases. In our study, we used Selenium [44] to develop and run test
cases. Selenium is a widely used integrated development environment for Web application testing. It
provides functions such as record and replay for efficiently developing and running test cases. From
threat trees, we generated 63 test sequences for osCommerce and 18 test sequences for Drupal by
using our tool described in Section 4.1. For all tests in our study, we developed a relevant input
list by using the syntax-based generation technique described in Section 4.2. This technique used
design documentation (variable name, database table, and field names), a database containing common malicious strings (SQL, XSS, and command injection string), and implementation information
(specific values from the applications database backend) to generate the inputs for the test sequences.
Because assigning all possible values to test sequences is prohibitively expensive and ineffective,
we created test inputs following the procedure we explained in Section 4.2. For each of the applicable test sequences, we assigned multiple combinations of valid and invalid inputs depending on the
type of test sequences.
5.2. Study setup
We performed our study using two different virtual machines (one as a client, one as a server) on
the same host. The client operating system was Ubuntu Linux version 9.04, and the server operating
system was Suse Linux version 9.1. The server ran Apache as its HTTP server and MySQL as its
database backend. One important thing to note is that the network connection has a direct impact on
the execution time required for testing. In this study, virtual machines on the same host are used to
provide a nearly optimal network connection.
In order to execute test cases, we implemented a test assignment and generation module. This
module allows a test to assign tests to all of the events in every sequence. To achieve this, we have
implemented a graphical interface that displays the events to a tester. The tester can then use a file
browser to assign specific tests to every event. We have also allowed the tester to save and reload

Table III. Threat trees for Drupal.
Name of the threat tree

Threat type

Multiple login attempts

Elevation of privileges

See Table II

Denial of service
using local resources

Denial of service

See Table II

User data disclosure

Information disclosure

See Table II

User data tampering

Tampering

See Table II

Data modification
using SQL injection

Tampering

Previews on comments were not passed through
normal form validation routines, enabling users
with the ‘post comments’ permission and access to
more than one input filter to execute arbitrary code.

Infinite accounts
of accounts on from same IP

Denial of service

Allows the same ip address to make an infinite number
the website host until hard drive fills

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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a test assignment session because this can be a very time-consuming process. The module then
combines the assigned test files into executable test cases that correspond to our event sequences.
5.3. Data and analysis
Tables IV and V show the results for osCommerce and Drupal, respectively. The tables list, for each
of threats, data on its associated number of test sequences (Sequences), the number of test cases executed (Test cases), the number of sequences that exposed vulnerabilities (Test sequences exposed
vulner.), and the number of test cases that exposed vulnerabilities (Test cases exposed vulner.). Multiple inputs were used for each sequence as mentioned in Section 5.1.2. For instance, in the case
of Multiple login attempts in Table IV, we tested nine valid input combinations (a valid username
and password) for each of the four different sequences (36 test cases in total). Among these, 28
test cases exposed vulnerabilities. By varying our input for this particular threat, we were able to
determine that if only one field (either username or password) was assigned to an invalid input, we
could expose the vulnerability.
To address our research question, we need to examine whether test cases generated from our
approach would either expose a vulnerability or lack thereof. In the case of osCommerce, we have
designed threats by using three different sources: for threats 1, 2, and 3, we used known vulnerabilities; for threats 4 and 13, we used attack patterns that had been properly handled by reading
application documentation; for the rest of them, we used common attack patterns without any prior
knowledge whether they exposed vulnerabilities or not. As expected, in the first case (threats 1, 2,

Table IV. Test results for osCommerce.
#

Threats

Sequences

Test cases

Test sequences
exposed vulner.

Test cases
exposed vulner.

1
2

Hijacking a user’s session ID
Stealing user information using
SQL injection
Multiple login attempts
Data modification
Login information vulnerability
Session information disclosure
Session ID exhaustion
Transaction resource
Denial of service using
local resources
User data disclosure
User data tampering
Data tampering using access to
admin files
User credential disclosure

4
3

28
24

4
3

20
18

4
18
1
5
3
1
6

36
72
2
15
3
1
6

4
0
1
5
1
1
3

28
0
2
15
1
1
3

4
3
1

20
15
1

3
3
1

9
15
1

9

36

0

0

62

249

29

113

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Total

Table V. Test results for Drupal.
#

Threats

Sequences

Test cases

Test sequences
exposed vulner.

Test cases
exposed vulner.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Multiple login attempts login
Denial of service
User data disclosure
User data tampering
Data modification using SQL injection
Infinite accounts from same IP

4
5
3
2
1
1

24
5
27
26
5
1

4
3
1
0
0
1

20
3
7
0
0
1

16

88

9

31

Total
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and 3), our test cases could expose all known vulnerabilities that are present in osCommerce. As also
expected, in the second case (threats 4 and 13), our test cases could not expose any vulnerabilities
because these vulnerabilities had been properly handled by developers. This confirms that developers’ or designers’ security concerns actually have been handled as intended. In the last case (threats 5
through 12), our test cases could expose all vulnerabilities that we have additionally identified.
In the case of Drupal, all threats except for threat 6 were taken from common attack patterns without any prior knowledge of existing system vulnerabilities. Among the unknown five vulnerabilities,
our test cases could expose three of them, but the rest of them were not exposed. The reason for this
is that Drupal makes extensive use of input sanitization functions built into PHP.
The results from these applications show that test cases generated from threat trees can be
effective at exposing vulnerabilities.
5.4. Discussion
Our results show that our threat model-based security testing approach can be effective in discovering unmitigated threats. Through the threat tree-based approach from the adversary’s perspective,
we could identify the threat goals that an attacker wants to realize, and these threat goals are the
targets of our security testing. Different sequences of attack actions have been derived from the
threat trees, and these sequences of attack actions represent the ways in which an attacker realizes
the threat goals and thus provide a basis for security test sequences.
The results also show that some threat trees that exposed vulnerabilities in one application could
be used to expose vulnerabilities in other application after being slightly modified. This could possibly be attributed to a few factors: (1) the programs are both written in PHP, use a MySQL database
for data storage, and are deployed on the Apache Web server; (2) both have some similar functionality, especially when it comes to user management authentication; (3) the programs are both Web
applications that have an identical high-level architectural design (typical three tier). The threats that
were not applicable for both applications were typically due to the areas where the programs differ
in functionality or implementation. The denial-of-service threat is a vulnerability that is present in
both applications. This is likely due to the similar architectures. The user data tampering threat is
an example where osCommerce was vulnerable and Drupal was not. This has to be due to implementation differences in the safeguards the applications use when accessing the database backend.
It should be noted that all unknown vulnerabilities discovered during this study have been reported
to the developers.
5.4.1. Threats to validity. Although our empirical results are promising, like any empirical study,
this study has limitations that must be considered when interpreting its results. One limitation
involves how the threat trees have been developed. Owing to a lack of comprehensive design documentation for our object programs, we created some threat trees from known vulnerabilities instead
of design documents. Also, because this technique requires developers to build threat trees and
the accompanying tests, the effectiveness may be directly affected by the ability of individuals
who develop threat trees. Another limitation of our study is a lack of variety in object programs.
We tried to minimize this limitation by performing realistic attacks against large, readily deployed
Web applications that have been used by a large number of users. Nevertheless, additional studies with other programs are needed to address this limitation. Another limitation comes from the
use of STRIDE to construct and categorize threats. STRIDE only covers a subset of all possible
threats that a system could possibly be vulnerable to. Our technique is, by no means, an exhaustive approach for discovering all security vulnerabilities, but it does provide a systematic way for
identifying possible threats.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have developed threat model-based security testing techniques that systematically
generate security test cases from threat trees and conducted a study to assess our approach. These
security test cases can verify whether the system under test is vulnerable to the identified security
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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threats. In our study, we have used two real-world Web applications to evaluate the effectiveness
of our security testing approach. Our results showed that our threat tree-based testing approach is
effective in exposing security vulnerabilities that are present in the software systems. In addition to
these promising results, our approach also provides several significant advantages for security testing: (1) we could identify threat goals that an attacker wants to realize using threat trees; and (2) we
could generate executable security tests automatically from threat trees considering actual inputs.
For future work, we intend to apply our approach to more applications and perform controlled
experiments for evaluating our approach through comprehensive mutation analysis of security vulnerabilities according to Open Web Application Security Project’s 10 most critical Web application
security risks [45]. We also plan to integrate domain constraints of input parameters into the process
of syntax-based test input generation. To do so, we will enhance threat trees with the specification
of domain constraints. When actual inputs are to be created for a test sequence that is derived from a
threat tree, they need to satisfy all the constraints in the sequence. A potential solution is to enhance
our test input generator with a constraint solver. This technique could also be combined with the
security policy monitoring technique proposed by Wang et al. [11] to provide an oracle framework
for the generated tests.
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